Meet the WWE Superstars
Roman Reigns
The Bloodline
“The Head Of The Table”

SmackDown’s biggest star, Roman is an agile, imposing juggernaut that has been told his entire life that he cannot accomplish his goals. And since day one of his arrival in WWE, he has proven his naysayers wrong in the language of broken bodies and shattered Superstars who thought they had his number.

Whether it was finishing opposing teams off as the enforcer of The Shield or steadily grinding his way toward the WWE Championship as a solo competitor, Reigns has made a lasting impression on anyone who’s come into contact with him.
With an impressive list of title defenses already under his belt, McIntyre seems to be right at home at WWE, embracing his Scottish heritage and warrior-like mentality.

McIntyre will not hesitate to drop any opponent with his patented Claymore, as the WWE Universe has seen him do already to the likes of Big Show, Randy Orton, Seth Rollins and many more. At the end of the day, the man just loves a good fight, and he is not the slightest bit shy about letting his counterparts know exactly that.
Shinsuke Nakamura
with Rick Boogs
“The King of Strong Style”

A three-time IWGP Heavyweight Champion and mixed martial artist, Nakamura throws a mighty punch. His signature move, the BomaYe, a knee strike to his opponent’s head, never ceases to blow the crowd away. Don’t underestimate the power and mobility of Nakamura.

Accompanied by guitar virtuoso Rick Boogs, Intercontinental Champion Nakamura is sure to have an electric entrance each time he enters the ring.
Despite tag team greatness with his twin brother, Jey Uso has reached his greatest notoriety in his association with his cousin Roman Reigns. Following a highly personal feud with The Big Dog, Jey was eventually subjected by the "Head of the Table."

Since then, Jey has become completely unhinged, delivering numerous attacks of Superstars at the behest of Reigns and becoming "main event" Jey Uso thanks to numerous main event showdowns on SmackDown.
Along with his twin brother Jey, Jimmy has caused nightmares for the WWE Tag Team division for years. Initially a hard-working team with under-the-radar buzz, The Usos eventually fulfilled their WWE Hall of Fame lineage by winning the WWE Tag Team Titles — and twice winning the Tag Team of the Year Slammy — soaring across the ring in tassels and war paint.
Solo Sikoa
The Bloodline

The Street Champion of the Island has arrived.

Solo Sikoa is the apple that fell far from the illustrious Anoa’i family tree. Given up on and abandoned, he survived by fighting on the streets since he was just 15 years old.

But Sikoa is done eating scraps, and now he’s ready to take food off everyone else’s table.
Rey Mysterio

He stands only 5-foot-6 and barely weighs 175 pounds, but a lack of size didn’t stop the incomparable Rey Mysterio from achieving giant dreams like capturing the WWE Championship or outlasting 29 other Superstars to win the Royal Rumble as the No. 2 entrant.

Trained in the proud Mexican tradition of lucha libre before he was even old enough to drive, Rey Mysterio adopted his ring name in tribute to his uncle and hid his face under a mask as lucha custom dictates.
Bray Wyatt

The Superstar known as The Fiend seemed to have stepped out of the collective population’s nightmares and into our reality.

The Superstar known as Bray Wyatt, however, is seemingly much more lighthearted. But in the dark recesses of Wyatt's mind, he always seemed to be lurking, and The Fiend terrorized everyone in his sight since emerging in July 2019.
Madcap Moss is a better athlete than you are, and he’s all too happy to let you know it.

A stud competitor his entire life, Moss instilled fear into opposing squads on the gridiron as a linebacker for the University of Minnesota Golden Gophers.

Whether in the ring or in the gym, Moss craves a platform on which to show the WWE Universe what a truly elite athlete looks like. Moss’ power and explosiveness make him a dangerous Superstar inside the squared circle.
The New Day’s Kofi Kingston is powered by positivity, and he’s used it to catapult himself to new heights, including the WWE Championship.

Since bursting on the WWE scene in 2007, Kingston has established himself as one of WWE’s premier high-flyers. That, paired with his upbeat attitude, made him a perennial favorite of the WWE Universe as he racked up Intercontinental, United States and Tag Team Championships. He has several signature moves that include double backhand chop, flying forearm smash, and somersault plancha.

Since 2014, Kingston and tag team partner Xavier Woods have had an unmistakably bold presence on WWE.
Xavier Woods
The New Day

A dynamic Superstar with plenty of brains—Woods is far more intelligent than his off-key trombone bleating may let on. He’s damn good in the ring, too, snatching multiple WWE Tag Team Championships alongside his New Day crew.

The King of the Ring has also found the time to host his own YouTube gaming channel, *UpUpDownDown*, which has more than two million subscribers. No doubt, Woods and Kingston have seized their moment, and when Xavier Woods steps inside the ring, you can be sure that his opponents are about to be schooled.
Gunther

Imperium

Gunther, already one of Europe’s most destructive heavyweights, is now also one of the most dangerous threats to the SmackDown locker room.

The Austrian bruiser sent shock waves when he made his SmackDown in absolutely dominant fashion and sent a signal to the locker room that a new force to be reckoned with has emerged on Friday Nights.
Germany’s Ludwig Kaiser was always destined to be a Superstar. Kaiser has since proven to be a true mat magician, as well as a no-nonsense competitor. With the posture of a steel pole and a facial expression that rarely deviates from the stern setting, Kaiser is practically unflappable — though on the rare occasion that he does lose his cool, he’s quick to let his opponents know by defiantly screaming “nein” in their face.

Ludwig Kaiser accompanied Gunther to the ring for his SmackDown debut on the April 8 edition of the blue brand and there is on telling how high their partnership can go now that they have planted their flag on Friday Nights.

Ludwig Kaiser
Imperium
Giovanni Vinci

Style and class personified, Giovanni Vinci has arrived to bring a new level of sophistication to SmackDown. The Italian Superstar gives new meaning to the title “world-class sportsman.” Always living life in the fast lane, Vinci lives a life that is exceptional in every aspect. The brickhouse measures his successes not in wealth, but goals achieved.

With a devastating sit-down powerbomb in his arsenal, Vinci is set to bring a new level of sophistication to the blue brand alongside Imperium cohorts Gunther and Ludwig Kaiser.
Sami Zayn

“Master Strategist”

Zayn is known on SmackDown as the self-proclaimed "Master Strategist" after winning a number of matches utilizing methods such as trapping his opponents in the ring apron or making them chase him under the ring in order to secure a count-out victory. Moreover, he holds the strong belief that there is a WWE-wide conspiracy against him and professes that idea to anyone on the blue brand who will listen with a barrage of rants as he indiscriminately lashes out at the WWE Universe and the locker room alike.
The future of flight is here.

Ricochet, one of the world’s most innovative high-flyers, uses his whiplash-inducing speed and unfathomable aerial mastery to take on opponents of any size, and if you dare to underestimate this wonder of athleticism, he’ll take great pleasure in proving you wrong.

Just one piece of advice: Don’t blink when Ricochet is between the ropes, because you’ll miss something amazing.
Braun Strowman

If it’s got two legs and a heartbeat, or even four wheels and a flatbed, there’s a good chance Braun Strowman has destroyed it by now. And if he hasn’t, he will.

Destruction is his true passion, as exhibited by his flipping an ambulance over with Roman Reigns trapped inside, slamming Brock Lesnar through two tables and burying him under a third, and superplexing Big Show with such ferocity that the canvas collapsed beneath them.

With a thirst for competition and a lack of a conscience in any shape or form, Braun Strowman is a Superstar’s nightmare, and one that doesn’t end when the final bell rings. Because even when the match is over, it’s all but certain that he’s not finished with you, and you’ll once again have to "Get These Hands."
There's a fine line between arrogance and confidence, but Ashante Adonis has found it in relatively short order. While Adonis' tendency for showboating has occasionally proved costly, some early lessons from The Brian Kendrick seem to have instilled a sense of urgency in the young competitor.

But that's not to say that Adonis has reinvented himself as the humblest Superstar, as he still sports a one-of-a-kind fashion style that he shows off whenever he saunters to the ring alongside his comrades Hit Row.
Top Dolla

Hit Row

Top Dolla is ready to change the game and bring Hit Row to the top with him.

From dropping bars to dropping opponents, Top Dolla always commands attention. The towering Superstar burst onto the scene and flexed his muscle as Hit Row’s main enforcer. Top Dolla imposes his will during parking lot throwdowns and literally picking up and throwing opponents around the ring.
This former NFL player turned deadly anarchist and former member of the masked group, RETRIBUTION, prides himself on how much destruction he can havoc in the ring.

Now separated from his tag team partner, T-BAR, MACE strives to bring the same level of chaos to Friday Night.
mån.sôör

Maximum Male Models

When it comes to achieving a dream, it’s not the size of the aspiration that takes precedence, but the distance one is willing to go to make it a reality. That sentiment is one that mån.sôör knows all too well. As WWE's first Saudi Arabian-born Superstar, the scrappy 6-foot, 190-pounder spent much of his blossoming career proving his worth against anyone who crossed his path.

As he continues to go the distance in the squared circle, one thing is for certain: En route to the top of SmackDown, mån.sôör is out to turn his story into history.

You’ll want to watch mån.sôör, but don’t look in his eyes. You may get lost.
What do you do if you're deemed too dangerous and too reckless for the rough-and-tumble world of professional rugby? If you’re Ridge Holland, you move from the pitch to the ring and start busting skulls there instead.

Built as strong as Sheffield steel and outfitted with hands the size of bowling balls, the barrel-chested Brit seems to apply much of what he learned on the rugby field to the ring. He delights in walloping foes with headbutts, cranium strikes so powerful they’d give the bombproof vault walls inside the Bank of England a run for their money. If that's not menacing enough, he carries a truncheon wherever he goes and is more than willing to use it.
Butch
The Brawling Brutes

While Butch began as a “full of hope” high-flyer, he transformed into a vengeful brawler who will accept nothing less than complete success.

With a penchant for inflicting pain — not to mention, a habit of attacking anybody who stands between him and whatever prize is in his crosshairs — Butch lives in such a perpetual state of intensity that people cross the street to avoid him. Across the ring, his opponents have no such option.
Sheamus

With a red-hot temper that matches his fiery head of hair, Sheamus never backs down from a fight and has never been in one he didn’t think he could win. Hailing from Dublin, the ginger-headed juggernaut brings to the ring a ferocious offensive style that harkens to his noble and heroic Celtic ancestors. Whether by upbringing or by birthright, this modern-day Irish warrior was fated for combat.

Sheamus is always looking for a fight, and one swift Brogue Kick is all it takes to make him the victor.
The sight of Kross’ physique — a hulking 6-foot-4, 265 pounds — and the unbridled intensity in his eyes is enough on its own to inspire fear in opponents. Consider also his unique combination of precision and abject ruthlessness, and it becomes clear that anyone stepping in the ring with Kross is in immediate danger.

A master of catch wrestling and sambo, Kross has done battle around the world. He boasts an array of devastating suplexes, including his dreaded Doomsday Saito, performed with reckless intent. And if that’s not enough, he’s more than happy to put opponents to sleep with the Kross Jacket.
Erik & Ivar

The Viking Raiders, Erik & Ivar, are bent on world domination.

Looking like warriors ready to plunder an unsuspecting village, Erik & Ivar possess an in-ring ferocity that matches their fearsome appearance. Erik boasts incredible power, the perfect complement to Ivar's surprising speed and agility. With years of experience teaming together, The Viking Raiders have also perfected their tag-team craft, resulting in one of WWE’s most well-honed tandem arsenals.

When the raid is on, you have two choices: join it, or get out of the way.
Santos Escobar

The second-generation Superstar is a veteran of the Mexican wrestling scene. Hailing from Mexico City, he is the son of legendary luchador El Fantasma and nephew of the late Arkangel de la Muerte. Though he’s beyond well-versed in the art of lucha libre, what sets Escobar apart from many is his unusual ability to blend highflying with more powerful maneuvers.

Highly acclaimed for his spectacular tope suicida that might be the industry’s best, Escobar prefers to put foes away with a high-impact Phantom Driver.
Joaquin Wilde

Legado del Fantasma

Joaquin Wilde used to literally light up the room when he made his entrance, at least until he turned to the dark side and Legado del Fantasma.

With a mean streak and in-ring style that is completely his own, Wilde represents the future of sports-entertainment, and the future is bright.
Cruz del Toro

Legado del Fantasma

One of the world’s fastest Superstars and most spectacular aerial artists, Cruz Del Toro keeps opponents on their toes by darting around the ring like a pinball bouncing off bumpers.

Capable of stealing the show on any given night, Del Toro remains among the brightest young prospects in all of WWE.
Blessed with movie-star good looks, a spectacular sports-entertainment pedigree and machismo to spare, Angel Garza is an attention-getter to the nth degree.

Putting his ego aside, there’s no denying Garza’s preternatural gifts inside the squared circle. Every time the bell rings, Angel Garza gets his wings and prepares for flight, much to the detriment of whoever’s facing him.

Following in the footsteps of his forefathers — such as his late uncle, former WCW Superstar Hector Garza — Angel Garza proudly embodies the traditions of lucha libre, employing a silky-smooth style of combat that emphasizes attacks from the sky.
Humberto Carrillo
Los Lotharios

High-flying sensation Humberto Carrillo strikes like a bolt of lightning — the exact moment of impact is often too quick to see, but the devastation left in its wake is impossible to ignore.

Boasting cat-like agility and the surefootedness of a tightrope artist, Carrillo has carved out one highlight-reel moment after another. Still in his mid-20s, Carrillo will be a Superstar to watch for years to come.
Female Superstars
She may be the daughter of 16-time World Champion Ric Flair, but Charlotte Flair is carving out a path of greatness all her own. She is the current Smackdown Women’s Champion.

All told, the “genetically superior athlete” has won more Women’s Titles than any other Superstar in WWE history. She also became the first female Superstar in WWE history to main event in a singles match on Raw, SmackDown and a pay-per-view.

More challengers are bound to surface; they always do. Yet, come what may, Charlotte Flair will continue competing the only way she knows how … with flair!
There have been Superstars who tried fighting and fighters who tried their hand at being Superstars. But there is only one Ronda Rousey.

Before she officially entered WWE, she had a ruthless undefeated streak that saw her submit opponents within a matter of seconds via her signature armbar. Dubbing herself “Rowdy” Ronda Rousey with the blessing of the late Roddy Piper, she competed in the first-ever women’s main event at WrestleMania in 2019 and has now returned to take back what’s hers.
Put your hair up and square up because Sonya Deville is looking for a fight. With a background in MMA, Deville uses her knowledge of striking and submission holds to ground and pound her opposition into defeat.

After a one-year hiatus from WWE, Deville returned in 2021 and became the assistant to on-screen authority figure Adam Pearce on the SmackDown brand. But this hasn’t kept her out of the ring.

Deville is good and she knows it. From her flawless footwork to her confident scowl, she is always one thunderous kick or punch away from a knockout.
Liv Morgan

Rocking a snapback, a pair of Jordans and a mischievous smile, Liv Morgan is as unique and authentic inside the ring as her gear might suggest.

A former competitive cheerleader, Liv boasts a combination of agility and creativity once the bell rings, but she’s not afraid to scrap, either.

Now at the top of the mountain on SmackDown, all eyes are indeed on the plucky young Superstar.
Shayna Baszler

There are plenty of tough women in WWE, but only one of them used to fight in a cage for a living.

The Queen of Spades is one of the true pioneers of women’s MMA. After vanquishing many a foe inside the octagon, The Submission Magician chose to apply her martial craft to the squared circle, and her skills translated quickly.

Simply put, stepping into the ring with Shayna means you have three choices: tap, snap or nap.
If looks could kill, Scarlett might as well be a walking lethal weapon. Unfortunately for anyone who might cross her, she is aligned with a man beyond capable of inflicting serious damage, Karrion Kross.

With signature moves like the atomic drop, dragon sleeper, and monkey flip, Scarlett will brutally attack anyone who gets in her way.
“The Lady of WWE” Lacey Evans mixes the glamour of a pin-up model with the discipline of a warrior.

Waging a constant battle against the so-called “Nasties” of the WWE Women’s division, Lacey is out to prove what it means to be a “Lady” on Monday nights.

Lacey Evans
Hit Row has its sights set on reshaping SmackDown, and B-Fab is proving to be the difference maker in the takeover.

B-Fab has showed a willingness to do whatever it takes to help Hit Row rise to the top. From title celebration cyphers to lead pipe attacks in the NXT parking lot, B-Fab has tipped the scales for Hit Row since her arrival.

Time will tell how far Hit Row will go on the blue brand, but there’s no doubt B-Fab will be front and center of the rise.
Raquel Gonzalez

Raquel Rodriguez has the size and strength to push any Superstar in SmackDown past her breaking point.

Standing 6-feet tall with back muscles so wide you could screen a movie on them, the towering Texan does what she wants, when she wants, and there’s little anyone can do to stop her.

With Rodriguez always eager to impose her will, expect a mess of competition to be left in this fast-rising Superstar's rearview.
As the first Chinese woman to ever compete in a WWE ring, Xia Li is no stranger to breaking down barriers. Recruited to the WWE Performance Center in January 2017, Li made her debut mere months later, competing in the inaugural Mae Young Classic tournament. Although she had precious little experience inside the ring at the time, Li didn’t fold under the immense pressure.

If other kick-happy Superstars are said to have “educated feet,” then Xia Li’s feet should be considered nothing less than Rhodes Scholars. And it’s only a matter of time before the entire WWE Universe takes notice.
Tegan Nox

Tegan Nox is determined to make her star shine brighter than ever on SmackDown. Nox is a fighter, looking to prove she's The Girl with the Shiniest Wizard.

After reemerging on Friday Night SmackDown, it is clear that everyone on the blue brand has better be ready for the school of hard NOX.
Fueled on explosive ability and unyielding desire, Emma is destined for great things on Friday Night SmackDown.

After a long absence from WWE, Emma made a surprise reemergence on SmackDown to answer Ronda Rousey’s open challenge and challenge The Baddest Woman on the Planet for the SmackDown Women’s Championship.